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Synopsis
We report flow birefringence observations of polyethylene oxide solutions in a four roll mill
where the flow field in the central region of the mill approximates well to that of pure shearing
flow. When flow birefringence is observed it is seen to be highly localized within a region close
to the “outgoing” asymptotic plane of flow. The phenomenon can be explainer! in terms of the
flow birefringence corresponding to high extension of some polymer chains where the localization
is caused by the chains requiring sufficient time in the flow field to become extended. This explanation has important consequences in all “persistently extensional flows” and can explain the
origin of previously published results of localized flow birefringence observed for polyethylene
solutions in axial compression and axial extensional flows.

INTRODUCTION
Previous flow birefringence studies of polymer solutions have been mainly
conducted in Couette apparatus where the velocity field between the concentric cylinders is essentially that of uniform and steady simple shearing flow.
The observed flow birefringence of polymer solutions containing flexible
polymers in this type of flow is found to correspond to only slightly deformed
polymer chains and the birefringence is observed as a uniform intensity between the inner and outer cylinder (see, for example, reviews in Refs. 1 and
2).

By contrast with the simple shearing flow

v = (ux,uy,u*) = 2 S(Y,O,O)

(1)
which even for the highest strain rates S produces only a modest chain extension (made visible as a modest birefringence), the axial extensional flow (or,
with negative S, axial compressional flow)

v = S(x, -yW,-%z)

(2)

or the pure shearing flow

v = S(Z, -y, 0 )

(3)

are examples of flow fields capable of producing much higher chain extension,
and consequent birefringence. The reason, put in simplest terms, is that
whereas in flow fields (2) or (3) a fluid line in the x direction continually ex1111
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tends with strain rate S , in flow field (1) a fluid line in the direction (l,l,O)
also extends with the principal strain rate S but at the same time rotates out
of this direction, then acquiring an ever-diminishing strain rate. We call flow
fields in which a fluid line in some orientation continually extends with a finite strain rate persistently extensional flow fields. Given the presence of
polymer molecules with a sufficiently long relaxation time T for recovery of
random configuration, persistently extensional flow fields can produce high
extension of the chains. Flow fields given by eqs. (2) and (3) are ideal examples in which the direction of persisting strain rate is that of the principal
strain rate. The rotation rate (vorticity) in these flow fields, w = $ curl u , is
zero. Flow fields given by eq. (l),in which w = S are in fact a limiting case
between persistently and nonpersistently extensional flow in which the persistent strain rate just vanishes. The more general cases will not be discussed
here: examples (1)-(3) suffice for our present purposes.
None of the three flow fields defined by eqs. (l),(21, or (3) can in fact exist
uniformly throughout a specimen of fluid which remains forever within finite
boundaries. We can, however, retain the essential properties of (1) while
modifying it into a circular flow, as in the Couette or cone-plate viscometers
wherein the flow can continue perpetually within fixed bou-ndaries, and all
parts of the fluid have essentially similar flow histories and can reach a
steady state, exhibiting, for example, essentially uniform birefringence.
It has important consequences for the conduct of an experiment that in
contrast with (1) flow fields having everywhere the essential velocity gradients of eqs. (2) or (3) cannot form closed flows. We can establish flow fields
(2) or (3), uniformly to a good approximation, but only in limited volumes
into which and out of which the fluid must pass, experiencing other flow
histories (desirably, with relatively small strain rate) while outside these limited volumes. What we shall show is that when we create such a flow field essentially uniformly throughout a volume, with a sufficient strain rate to produce high molecular extension, that condition is nevertheless only achieved in
a small fraction of the volume, so that the consequently observed phenomenon of birefringence is localized in a very characteristic and informative manner.
Axial extensional flow, eq. (2), is present in fiber spinning3 and to higher
velocity gradients in flow between opposed orifices? When fluid is forced
out of opposed jets the region of jet impingement as shown by streamlines in
Figure 1 is essentially that of axial compression. When fluid is sucked into
the jets as shown in Figure 2 the flow is that of axial extension.
Flow birefringence observations of polymer solutions in axial compression
and extension have been made previ0usly4*~
and are shown in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively. The striking feature recorded was the marked localization of
the observed birefringence on the “outgoing” asymptotic plane in the case of
axial compression and on the “outgoing” asymptotic axis in the case of axial
extension Figure 4. Also the magnitude of the flow birefringence in the localized region was reported as being consistent with high chain extension of
polymer molecules when the strain rate of the fluid S was high5 (S = lo3sec-l)
When these observations were made the reason for the localization was not
immediately apparent because of uncertainty in the knowledge of the uniformity of the flow fields generated.

.
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Fig. 1. Flow field produced between opposed jets of internal diameter 1 mm. s =
lo3sec-’, axial compression.

Fig. 2. Flow fieM produced between opposed jets of internal diameter 1 mm. S =
103 sec-1, axial extension.

Fig. 3. Flow birefringence of 2% polyethylene/xylene solution at 125OC viewed between diagonally crossed po1aroids:S = 103
sec-I, axial compression.

Fig. 4. Flow birefringence of 2% polyethylene/xylene solution a t 125OC viewed between diagonally crossed polaroids. S = lo3
sec-l, axial extension.

Pure shearing flow, eq. (3), is experimentally realizable to a good approximation in the region between four parallel alternately counterrotating cylinders which has become known as the four roll mill. It is the purpose of this
paper to report the experimental observations and their physical interpretation of flow birefringence results obtained using polymer solutions in such a
four roll mill.
In essence, flow birefringence within the four roll mill was observed to be
highly localized in the region of the “outgoing” asymptotic plane of the flow
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field. The localization, while quite similar to that seen with the opposed jets,
was more striking in this case because the strain rate was known to be virtually homogeneous in the observed field of view. The explanation of localized
flow birefringence in either case was qualitatively immediately apparent. In
extensional flows the chain molecules extend with and somewhat less than
the fluid elements containing them. Because of the geometrical properties of
the extensional flow fields, only fluid elements which are carried close to the
“outgoing” asymptotic plane (or axis) of flow are subjected to the flow field
for sufficient time to reach the required extension for the polymer chains to
become highly extended. Thus flow birefringence corresponding to appreciable chain extension will only appear near the “outgoing” asymptotic plane
(or axis) of the flow. Fluid elements in other areas of the flow field will have
spent insufficient time in the flow for the polymer molecules within the fluid
elements to produce any detectable flow birefringence.

PROPERTIES OF THE FOUR ROLL MILL
Taylor6 was the first to use the four roll mill as a means of generating a
pure shearing flow field. The experimental system consists of four parallel
cylinders rotating with angular velocities of equal magnitude about fixed axes
arranged in a square. The rollers rotate alternately clockwise and anticlockwise around the square. The gap between the rollers was chosen to be sufficiently large to overcome the problem that Metzner and Metzner7 experienced where viscoelastic solutions they used were reported to be reluctant to
enter the region within the four roll mill. Using the optical system shown in
Figure 5 observations were made of both the nature of the flow field and its
effect on various solutions.
Figure 6 shows the streamlines observed in the four roll mill for a solution
of polyethylene oxide in water (polaroids removed). . The optical contrast
showing the streamlines was achieved by adding a small quantity of water to
the solution; the lines are caused by regions of unequal polymer concentration which eventually disappear when the solution becomes homogeneous.
It was necessary to introduce between the rollers a glass-bottomed tube so
that surface meniscus effects did not destroy observation of the flow pattern.
Obviously introduction of the tube limited the field of view somewhat, hiding
the surfaces of the rollers from view.
The flow field between the rollers is a pure shearing flow if the stream
function, which is related to the velocity u by
has the form
I$

= sxy

(5)

Streamlines, which are lines of constant 4, are thus rectangular hyperbolae.
This was checked and good agreement was found for the streamlines in the
center of the field of view and near both the symmetry planes. Some discrepancy was observed for streamlines close to the rollers where perfect
matching is impassible.
Using the approximation that eq. ( 5 ) represents the fluid velocity field ac-
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of optical system used to observe flow birefringence.

curately within a circle of radius d just touching the four rollers, and equating
the fluid velocity u to the peripheral velocity awr on the rollers a t such points
(where a is the radius and wr the rotation rate of the roller) we have
S = u/d = a w,/d

(6)

The velocity gradient S could be varied from zero to an upper limit of
about 20 sec-' which was set for the solution used by the onset of turbulence.
With the knowledge that the flow within the four roll mill approximates
well to that of pure shearing flow certain definitive statements about the de-

Fig. 6. Photograph of streamlines in the four roll mill observed for a 1.5%solution of polyethylene oxide in water. S = 6 sec-l. Diameter of field of view = 1.8 cm.
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the four roll mill.

gree of extension of fluid lines in the flow can be made. With reference to
Figure 7, we proceed as though fluid elements reaching the horizontal lines y
= f y o have not been strained by the convergent flow of the two adjacent rollers. This obviously is not true, but we justify it as a first approximation on
the grounds that strains in polymer molecule configuration induced by
strains of the fluid elements occurring in the exterior regions are relatively
small and will have had a substantial time to relax before these molecules
reach the central region of observation. We now consider the subsequent extension of a fluid line of initial length 10 in the x direction positioned arbitrarily along the line y = yo.
.From eq. (3), axlat = Sx, aylat = -Sy, giving 1 = loest, y = yoeFst, when t
= 0 at y = yo which leads to
1/10 = yo/y

(7)

Thus the extension of a fluid line 1/10 is inversely proportional to the distance y away from the “outgoing” symmetry plane of the flow field.
Consider a polymer chain consisting of N effective segments each of length
b. In the undeformed state we may take a representative measure of the
chain dimensions by considering 10 to be equivalent to the root mean square
end-to-end distance given to a first approximation by 10 = N1I2b. The fully
extended length of the polymer chain is Nb, thus the extension necessary to
stretch a polymer chain fully from its random coil configuration will be 1/10 =
N 1 f z . Thus typically for a polymer of high molecular weight with N = lo4 an
extension of order lo2 is required to achieve a high degree of chain extension.
For our example with N = lo4, it follows from eq. (7) that full chain extension
of this polymer in the four roll mill could only be achieved a t distances less
yo. For the apparatus used yo = 1.25 cm and therefore high
than y =
chain extensions could only be achieved at distances less than 0.12 mm from
the symmetry plane y = 0. This distance represents an upper limit corresponding to the molecule extending with the fluid element. In practice the
polymer chains will be capable of relaxing during the deformation which if
full chain extension was to be achieved would result in a further narrowing of
the region of high chain extension.
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FLOW BIREFRINGENCE OBSERVATIONS
Figure 8 shows the observed flow birefringence for a solution of concentration 1.5% of polyethylene oxide (M,= 5 X lo6) in water. In both photographs of Figure 8 the applied velocity gradient was S = 6 sec-’ and the POlaroids were crossed diagonally. The sense of roller rotation is indicated by
arrows for each photograph. In each case the flow birefringence was observed as a highly localized region close to the “outgoing” asymptotic plane of
flow. The “width” of the birefringent line was estimated from photographs
to be 0.1 mm.
When the polaroids were crossed with their axes parallel and perpendicular
to the x axis no birefringence was observed. This combined with the observations of Figure 8 show that the only regions where molecules are stretched
sufficiently to produce measurable birefringence is near the “outgoing” asymptotic plane of flow.
Introduction of a “first-order” wave plate established that as expected the
molecular chains were aligned along the direction of the “outgoing” asymptotic plane of flow. The magnitude of the birefringence was determined by
inserting a quarter wave plate at 45’ to the x axis and rotating the analyzer
until compensation was achieved. If the rotation of the analyzer is 6, then
the retardation R = (XI27r) 8, where X is the wavelength of the light used.
With increasing compensation two extinction bands were observed to approach from opposite sides and eventually meet along the “outgoing” asymptotic plane. A quantitative measure of the half width of the birefringent region can be obtained by measuring the displacement of the two extinction
bands a t the position where the retardation is half that of the maximum observed at the symmetry plane. The birefringence of the polymer solution in
the four roll mill is given by A = R/z where z is the depth of solution.
The existence and magnitude of the birefringence was dependent on a

Fig. 8. Photographs showing localized flow birefringence in the four roll mill observed between
diagonally crossed polaroids for a 1.5%polyethylene oxide/water solution. S = 6 sec-’. Sense
of roller rotation indicated. Diameter of field of view = 1.8 cm.
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number of factors. Several polyethylene oxide solutions were tested and
from the weight-average molecular weights used (105, 6 X 105, and 5 X lo6)
only the highest weight-average molecular weight showed observable localized flow birefringence. In addition, with the solution of M , = 5 X lo6 detectable flow birefringence was only observed above a concentration of 0.5%.
The flow birefringence measured as the observed maximum for any given
velocity gradient increased with increasing velocity gradient. The largest birefringence observed was A = 4 X
as S = 10 sec-l. The magnitude of
the birefringence for all values of S was observed to be essentially uniform
along the visible length of the “outgoing” asymptotic plane of flow. Finally
on stopping the rollers, the birefringence was observed to disappear within
one second.

DISCUSSION
The appearance of highly localized flow birefringence in the close neighborhood of the outgoing asymptotic plane of flow, where also the magnitude
of the birefringence is independent of position along that plane, are observations which are consistent with the flow birefringence corresponding to highly
extended polymer chains,
The fact that the birefringence was observed only for polymer solutions of
relatively high concentration and also only for those with the highest weight
average molecular weight suggest that entanglements of the longest molecules
are of great importance.
The maximum observed magnitude of the flow birefringence for’a 1.0%
polyethylene oxide solution was A = 4 X lod7 which is only of the order of
one-thousandth of that expected for 100% extension of all polymer molecules
present. This suggests that only a small proportion of the polymer molecules
are contributing to the flow birefringence. The results considered together
suggest that only the highest molecular weight species which are entangled in
some way become extended by the flow field, the rest of the polymer molecules remaining relatively undeformed by the applied extensional velocity
gradient in a similar way to that predicted by the “Hookean dumbbell”
model for dilute polymer solutions where, to a first approximation if ST > 1,
the molecules are fully extended and if ST < 1 the molecules remain essentially u n d e f ~ r m e d (~T . ~
= longest relaxation time of the molecule which increases with increasing molecular weight).
Theoretical treatments exist for a number of more or less relevant models,
e.g., independent molecules modeled as Hookean “dumbbells” or the more
complex “necklace model” which will give the dependence of molecular extension as a function of strain rate and time?JO which can then readily be related to position in the four roll mill and, in view of the apparent similarity of
results for network and independent molecule models? one may hope that
the results of such treatments can be usefully applied to the rather differert
situation with which we are concerned. A t this stage the results can be explained by a simple treatment according to which some molecular chains, or
portions of chains in an entanglement do or do not make the transition from a
condition of modest extension, in which their contribution to flow birefrin-
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gence is negligible to one of high extension in which it can be approximated as
that of a fully extended chain.
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